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HDBaseT is the connection standard that 
allows for the transmission of five signals over 
100 metres using a single cable. HDBaseT 
technology uses 5Play technology to transmit 
UHD video & audio, various control signals 
(CEC, RS-232, IR etc.), USB, Ethernet and up 
to 100W of power over a single cat.x cable.

HDBaseT is unique in the world of AV as its 
aim is not to solely be a method of audio and 
video transmission, instead it is a universal 
standard created to deliver multiple signals 
and simplify the most complex applications.

THE BENEFITS OF HDBaseT TECHNOLOGY
With the native ability to send video signals 
uncompressed over long distances with 
almost zero latency, HDBaseT technology is 
a perfect fit for the world of pro AV. Combine 
this with a reduction in cable clutter and 
it is easy to see why so many integrators 
have deployed HDBaseT in commercial 
installations.

DBaseT systems provide installers with a 
complete choice of 5Play capable solutions 
that covers a variety of industrial applications. 

WHERE IS IT USED? 
A large majority of HDBaseT solutions are point 
to point configurations which comprise a 
transmitter that is connected to a source device 
by an appropriate cable (such as HDMI etc). The 
transmitter is then linked to the receiver via a 
long distance cat.x cable, before another cable 
connects the receiver to the display.

When deploying an application that will use 
HDBaseT as the primary method of signal 
delivery it is important to ensure any devices 
at the heart of the installation, such as a 
matrix system, are capable of distributing 
HDBaseT to all other devices. This creates 
applications that are as versatile as they are 
powerful.

APPLICATION SCENARIOS
A simple scenario in which the feature set 
of HDBaseT can be fully utilised is a college 
or university lecture theatre. Content from 
a laptop at the front of lecture hall can be 
transmitted to a projector at the back of the 
room using a HDMI HDBaseT extender. This 
extender set can be installed to distribute 
Ultra HD 4K content at 60Hz from a source 
device to a display up to 70 metres away. 
Alongside the HDMI signal, bidirectional IR 
control signals are also transmitted, allowing 
for remote control of either source or display. 

100 METRES. 5 SIGNALS. 1 SOLUTION.
USING HDBaseT TO MASTER ANY INSTALLATION
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With Power over HDBaseT technology (PoH) it 
is also possible to power both the transmitter 
and receiver from a single source. All of this 
can be achieved using a single cat.x cable to 
reduce cable clutter without any sacrifices in 
performance.

OVERCOMING THE LIMITS OF HDBaseT 
HDBaseT is an ideal solution for simplified, 
high performance signal distribution while 
eliminating cable clutter. However, HDBaseT 
currently faces two limitations: the 100m 
maximum transmission distance and the 
8Gbps bandwidth that allows resolutions of 
4k 4:2:0.

Integrators are patiently awaiting the release 
of HDBaseT 3.0. In the meantime, HDBaseT 
over IP allows the extension of HDBaseT over 
100m. 

Additionally this advance allows you to 
leverage existing pro-AV installations and 
interfaces to achieve cross-floor and cross-
building AV sessions.

The diagram below shows an installation 
example of HDBaseT over IP. It works similar 
to HDMI over IP Extender. The data packets 
are interleaved into IP packets and thus 
prepared for transmission over the network. 

Once this is done, the data can be transferred 
to any standard network and retrieved at any 
point. Subsequently, the data is then returned 
to your original data structure in order to be 
processed and forwarded by the receiver. 
The whole thing is done by point-to-point 
connection and can be transferred by copper 
or fiber optic technology.

THE FUTURE OF HDBaseT 
The feature set of HDBaseT has become 
invaluable as more and more applications 
require multiple signals to be sent over long 
distances to a single device. 

The future of HDBaseT includes the 
incorporation of fibre optic technology to 
distribute 5Play technology over even greater 
distances. Compression will also be used by 
state of the art HDBaseT systems to deliver 
4K resolutions with 4:4:4 colour spacing at 
60Hz to allow for the highest quality video to 
be delivered from source to display.

By simplifying installations and reducing the 
necessary number of cables HDBaseT has 
established itself as a vital technology for pro 
AV installers. 

HDBaseT Over IP Installation Example
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Require support?  
Do you have any questions?  

We are happy to help!


